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Mo fangbing did not dare to look into Yun Chujiu’s eyes at all. She stammered, “Mo fangbing, in the 

future, let’s not interact too much. I want to focus on my cultivation.” 

 

 

Yun chujiu sneered, “Alright, since that’s the case, then let’s be safe! I hope you won’t regret it.” 

 

 

When Mo fangbing heard Yun Chujiu’s words, her heart suddenly felt empty. She bit her lip and 

convinced herself that not only did Mo Fangcao and the other two have low spiritual power and no 

background, but they were also bold enough to cause trouble sooner or later. It was not wrong to draw 

a clear line with them. 

 

 

Moreover, the few people she met on the street seemed to be from a first-class family. Sooner or later, 

they would settle the score with Mo Fangcao. Even if great-grandfather knew about what happened 

here, he would definitely agree with her drawing a clear line with them. 

 

 

Jin Zhi looked on coldly from the side. She only had one comment on Mo Fangbing’s actions. She was 

extremely stupid! 

 

 

Although Little Jiu had a temperamental personality, she was an extremely protective person. She would 

never be worried that she would betray her friends if they were friends. Moreover, she would risk her 

life for her friends. Mo fangbing actually gave up on such a friend and chose those idiots. She was really 

stupid! 

 

 



Yun chujiu was very calm. It was fine if she did not want such a friend. She did not want to stab her in 

the back at a critical moment. 

 

 

After a while, a teacher walked in. 

 

 

“I am the teacher who teaches you talisman lessons. “I know that most of you will not choose to take 

talisman lessons in the future. However, a little more understanding of the types and characteristics of 

talismans will definitely be helpful to you when you are facing enemies in the future. 

 

 

“Therefore, the first grade course is mainly about the types and characteristics of Dao Talismans. When 

you are in the second grade, the students who choose to take Dao Talismans will come into contact with 

the drawing of high-level Dao Talismans.” 

 

 

After hearing this, Yun Chujiu was so angry that she wanted to bang her head against the wall! Who 

would be willing to listen to the types and characteristics of these Dao Talismans? ! They had to be 

practical! They had to be practical? ! She came to Xingtian Academy to learn how to draw dao talismans. 

How about going to the heartless sword sect? ! ! 

 

 

However, when she thought about the inheritance she had obtained from the Heaven Dao Cliff, she felt 

a little comforted. At the very most, she could just learn it by herself! If she really couldn’t, she could still 

go to the Heaven Dao Cliff to extort a few more inheritances. After all, she still had the recording stone 

in her hands! The conversation from that day had all been recorded. 

 

 

Two hours later, the talismans lesson ended. 



 

 

Yun Chujiu and the other two had lunch in the canteen before strolling slowly towards the dormitory. 

 

 

As soon as the three of them arrived at the gate of the courtyard, they saw a group of people waiting for 

them with unfriendly gazes. 

 

 

“You guys came back just in time. My brother and the others have taken a fancy to these three 

courtyards. You guys should vacate the courtyard and find another place to stay!”The one who spoke 

was Diao Shaoyan, Zhu Jingtie. 

 

boxn ov el. c o m 

 

Behind Zhu Jingtie stood three people. One of them was Diao Shaoyan, and his appearance was sixty 

percent similar to Zhu Jingtie’s. The other two were rather decent looking, and they curled their lips as 

they looked at Yun Chujiu and the other two. 

 

 

Yun chujiu glanced at Zhu Jingtie. “The dormitory is allocated by the General Affairs Department. We 

don’t have the final say. If you want to switch courtyards, go find the General Affairs Department.” 

 

 

“Stinky girl, don’t Be So Shameless!”! “My elder brother and the others are seniors. If they want your 

courtyard, it means that they look up to you. Today, you have to give way or not, or else you won’t be 

able to enter the dormitory.”. “Block the courtyard gate for me. I want to see if this stinky girl will make 

way!” 

 



 

Sure enough, Zhu Jingtie’s lackeys blocked the gate of the three courtyards. They looked at Yun Chujiu 

and the others with a face full of ridicule. 


